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Download The Myth (The Mummy Returns) Full Movie Gohar-e-Khoobsurat (Persian: گهر-خوبستور) is the debut album by Iranian rock band Komal Ganjadi and their first work released
on May 3, 1987, by the record label Khanegah Records. The original version on "Gohar-e-Khoo" in Persian means "springs of dawn". It is one of the last albums to release from the
Komal Ganjadi band line, and was recorded after most of the members had already either left the band or were removed from it.. The album's single, which was also the band's last
work, was "Khane Joon Zan" ("Softly by the Spring"). Some people did not like the album but said it was a "wonderful" one. The album's music video was directed by Hossein Sajjadi and
Farzaneh Tabatabai. To introduce the Persian language into a rock style, Komal Ganjadi used elements of the traditional Iranian traditional music, the Qajar, as well as classical music.
However, instead of using just a flute, the band used Persian folk instruments to make the composition more profound. This album was the debut of the band's frontman, Nima, and the
first time using the role of a vocalist in Iranian folk music. Komal Ganjadi played at the 13th Tehran International Music Festival in 1991 on the "Gemaneh Kanoomeh" ("Folk
Instruments") event for the first time. Komal Ganjadi was a kind of rock band. In 1983, they got together and played for the first time, and they had some practice in the following year.
They played with the participation of Nima and now have four members. The name of the band was later changed to Komal Ganjadi. The band's first live performance was in the capital
of Iran, Tehran, and the name of the band was changed again. Komal Ganjadi is composed of three singers: Nima, "Atiq" and Shahin. Nima is the band's leader while "Atiq" is the second
one. The live band performed under the name "Budakor" which means "very good" in Persian. Due to musical effects, this band also performed under the name of "Budakor
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